The article analyzes the role of 'the thick journal ' 
includes such an institution as a literary journal.
It is no coincidence that Khlestakov in Gogol's novel advertised his creative talent not only "being friends with Pushkin" but also by "publishing his works in journals". It is also notable, vice has begun to give way to its virtual copy that is in demand, which, in turn, caused a sharp reduction in the number of individual subscribers among those who continue to be interested in journals.
We should remember that the "reading room"
of the Internet saves the corpus of the texts that make up the paper issue. It is only the shape of its physical presentation that changes. In other words, the traditional format is primary and the electronic version is its copy. (At the same time,
Internet provides an excellent opportunity to create journals in the Web itself including the literary content, but Internet journalism is an independent subject).
Another fact of the many years of literary journals popularity is due to the fact that reading was the most common way to spend your leisure time meaningfully in Russia. On TV, there were two or three programs, the Internet has not yet been invented, and trips abroad were limited by administrative filters. Taking into account the fact that the circulation of books of the most popular authors (including those representing the current literary process) rarely even partially corresponded to the reader's demand for them, it becomes clear why a more democratic form of presenting literary novelties occurred due to journal publications, which, moreover, preceded the publication of these texts in a book format.
We should also remember that in Soviet times, journals were, as it is recognized today, very easy to get while they were cheap stimulating individual subscription, and they constantly replenished the fund of not only the city and district, but also the Another special feature of the journal text is that many people read it at the same time.
Potential public reaction to publications is more Journal has also a kind of psychotherapeutic function, which Iu. Trifonov mentioned to L. Zorin: "Our kind need to have our own home, our own journal, our own theater, where we are waited for and where someone believes in us.
Without this home one feels lonely and miserable". Once A. Herzen insisted on "the continuity of the tradition". The "thick" journal tradition should not be forgotten, it should not be given to the verbal market, it should not be sold. It should be continued. Once again, let me remind Pasternak's words: "Everything ends that is given an opportunity to end, that is not continued. If it is continued, it will not end". Therefore, as it was usually stated in journal publication before, it is to be continued.
